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ABSTRACT

1 INTRODUCTION

Big Data has been seen as a remedy for the efficient management
of the ever-increasing genomic data. In this paper, we investigate
the use of Apache Spark to store and process Variant Calling Files
(VCF) on a Hadoop cluster. We demonstrate Tomatula, a software
tool for converting VCF files to Apache Parquet storage format,
and an application to query variant calling datasets. We evaluate
how the wall time (i.e. time until the query answer is returned to
the user) scales out on a Hadoop cluster storing VCF files, either
in the original flat-file format, or using the Apache Parquet columnar storage format. Apache Parquet can compress the VCF data by
around a factor of 10, and supports easier querying of VCF files
as it exposes the field structure. We discuss advantages and disadvantages in terms of storage capacity and querying performance
with both flat VCF files and Apache Parquet using an open plant
breeding dataset. We conclude that Apache Parquet offers benefits
for reducing storage size and wall time, and scales out with larger
datasets.

The introduction of Next-Generation Sequencing enabled the fast
and cheap sequencing of whole genomes [2, 18]. Today, even small
laboratories are able to work on whole-genome sequencing projects
and generate vast volumes of genomic data. DNA sequences provide information on transcription, translation, subcellular localization, phenotypic and genotypic variation, replication, recombination, protein - DNA interactions and many more. They may even
reveal novel regions of the genome that express previously unknown genes. This new information can have a great impact in the
knowledge scientists have about specific organisms, and explain
some of their observable and hidden traits, such as susceptibility
to a disease or other cell functions. Thus, research is focused on
exploring the genome variation among individuals of the same or
different species. Because of the large data volume, but also the variety of sources of origin and the velocity new data are generated,
we can characterize genomic data as Big Data. However, only a few
genomic frameworks are scalable [14, 16].
Big Data platforms such as Hadoop [3] and Apache Spark [5,
24] have been seen as a remedy, enabling efficient storage, fast
retrieval and processing of genomic data. Big data methods have
been used for the redesign of bioinformatics algorithms and tools.
In CloudBurst [20] and Crossbow [13] projects, Hadoop was used
to parallelize the procedure of mapping next-generation sequencing data to a reference genome for genotyping and single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNP) discovering. CloudBurst is a parallel version
of RMAP a seed-and-extend read-mapping algorithm that employs
Hadoop, and demonstrated to execute RMAP up to 30 times faster
than on a single computing machine [20]. Crossbow deployed a
similar-purpose tool using cloud computing services [13]. Hadoop
was also used in Myrna, a cloud-computing pipeline for calculating differential gene expression from large RNA-seq datasets [12].
SparkSeq is a general-purpose library for genomic cloud computing, that provides methods and tools to build genomic analysis
pipelines and query data interactively [23]. VariantSpark makes
use of Spark’s machine learning library, MLib, to develop a tool
for clustering variant calling data [19]. A tool for processing genomic reads and converting them to variant callings is ADAM [17].
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Figure 1: Example of a VCF format file. Header lines start with the ‘#’ character and contain the file metadata. Variant Call
records follow, with each line corresponding to a variant location on the reference genome. They include both general information columns and one column for each sequenced sample.
ADAM makes use of Apache Parquet to develop a new data columnar storage and Spark to parallelize the processing pipeline of transforming genomic reads to variant-calling ready reads, accelerating
the variant calling procedure. Similarly, Halvade is a framework for
executing sequencing pipelines in parallel, and has implemented
a DNA sequencing analysis pipeline for variant calling using traditional algorithms such as the Burrow-Wheeler Aligner (BWA)
and the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) [9]. One of the latest
Hadoop libraries is FASTdoop [10] designed to distribute efficiently
collections of long sequences (FASTA files) instead of short reads
(SAM/BAM) without losing the information of each piece’s origin.
Previous work has also investigated the potential benefits from
adopting a more generalized storage format than the standard flattext files, that enables structured querying. VCF-miner, converts a
VCF file to a JSON dictionary as a pre-processing step [11], whereas
BioPig [18], SeqPig [21], SBtab [15] and GMQL [16] suggest the tabular storage format that can be queried with an SQL-like language.
The above efforts focus on applying Big Data techniques for handling sequence data files like FASTA and BAM and parallelizing
processing pipelines, such as variant calling. Sequence files are usually big and require heavy processing. However, once these files
are processed, there is no need to access their content. Studies are
then based on the results of processing, which include VCF files
that contain combined information of genome variability across
several samples. Large cohort studies can have thousands of samples. Enabling fast access and retrieval of information from VCF
files can give the opportunity to researchers to ask questions from
the data without being limited by time cost. This can be additionally supported by the interactive environment of Spark. Thus, in
this work, we focus on using Big Data tools for storing and querying variant calling data. Specifically, we stored VCF datasets on a
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and investigated the effects of storage parameters, such as the replication factor, on the
performance of querying applications. We used Apache Spark’s

Python API for the applications and tested the ability of the system to scale-out by making available more computing nodes. Finally, we investigated potential gains from storing variant calling
data in columnar format using Apache Parquet. For this purpose,
we developed Tomatula1 , an open-source software tool for converting VCF files to the Apache Parquet format.
To test the different parameters of the distributed filesystem and
evaluate the Apache Parquet columnar storage format, we developed a demonstrating application that returns the allele frequencies of variant sites within a requested region on the chromosome.
The software tool, the demonstration scripts and an example dataset
(intentionally very small for educational purposes) are available as
open software repository on GitHub, and as supplementary material.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Big data tools
Apache Spark is a fast and general-purpose cluster computing
system for in-memory computations, overcoming the Hadoop MapReduce bottleneck of communicating to hard disks [24]. By running in-memory computations, Spark can perform up to 100x faster
than Hadoop MapReduce operation, allowing also for interactive
querying of the data [19]. The master/slave architecture of Apache
Spark consists of three layers:
(a) the Cluster resource manager for managing the filesystem,
i.e. Hadoop YARN, Apache Mesos or Standalone Scheduler;
(b) the Driver program responsible for coordinating the application tasks and running the main method of the script; and
(c) the Application layer providing APIs that create and manage the Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) – the main
programming abstraction of Apache Spark.

1 https://www.github.com/bigdatawur/tomatula/

Spark applications run as multiple independent RDD operations
that can be parallelized on several worker nodes. The driver program running on the master node is responsible for collecting and
combining the results of the tasks and return the output of the
query.
Apache Parquet offers a columnar storage format, where data
are stored in column chunks, which are further split into row groups
and spread over the worker nodes. Each column chunk is composed of pages written back to back, sharing the same header. Apache Parquet system supports also two types of metadata for file
and column metadata. File metadata point on the locations of all
the column metadata start locations. Column metadata store location information for all the column chunks. Readers access first
the file metadata to locate all the column chunks they are interested in, and subsequently use column metadata to skip over nonrelevant pages [4]. A Parquet table can be easily distributed over
many nodes and the main advantage is that using metadata accessing applications can directly jump to the appropriate fields of the
record. In the case of vcf data, metadata will include the positions
of all fields (columns) as well as embedded information (pages) of
each column, as for example the Allele Frequency (AF) part of the
INFO field. Moreover, the Parquet storage system offers high compression and reduces network traffic by filtering out early irrelevant column data.

2.2
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CHROM: long
POS: long
ID: string
REF: string
ALT: string
QUAL: string
FILTER: string
INFO: struct
|-- AB: string
|-- ABP: string
|-- PAIRED: string
|-- PAIREDR: string
LYC2740: struct
|-- AO: string
|-- DP: string
|-- GL: string
|-- GT: string
|-- QA: string
|-- QR: string
|-- RO: string

Figure 2: A part of the generated schema with embedded dictionaries for the fields INFO and individual LYC2740.

VCF files and tools

The Variant Call Format (VCF) is a standard tab-delimited file
format used to represent single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP),
insertions and deletions, and structural variation calls, storing only
the variations, along with a reference genome. The VCF format is
a flat-file format without a strict predefined schema and metadata.
The file is composed of two main parts; the header and the variant
call records (Figure 1). The header contains information about the
dataset and relevant reference sources, such as the organism or the
genome build version. It can also contain definitions of the annotations used to qualify and quantify the properties of the variant calls
contained in the VCF file. The last header line contains the field
names of the data lines. Each data line represents one variant with
its properties. The fields of a data line include the chromosomal location, the reference and alternative sequence, and the frequency
of the alternative sequence among the samples. Additionally, there
is one field per sample with information on the observed sequence
and statistical information, such as the quality of the sample [8].
The VCF format provides a compact way to to summarize genomic information of a sample and compare it in a systematic way
to other samples. It is an important source of information in studies
aiming to link phenotypic traits to genetic mutations and statistically test such relationships. Data can be combined and analyzed
in several different ways depending on the research questions. In
the era of personalized medicine, variant calling data can give clinitians insight on the disease progression and the appropriate treatment for an individual based on the genomic data and information
from other samples.
VCFtools2 , the most widely used program package for working
with VCF files, uses indexes based on the chromosomal location of
2 https://vcftools.github.io

each variant site. This is an efficient way to find quickly information about a specific region or site but has no functionality when
searching for specific columns of the file, for example a sub-set of
the individuals listed in columns. Especially when a study includes
hundreds or thousands of individuals, such queries can have very
limited performance.

2.3

The conversion tool

Tomatula is a generic software tool we developed for converting
flat VCF files into Apache Parquet columnar storage format. Tomatula operates in two steps: First, the VCF file is converted to JSON
format, using the last header line to identify column names. Next,
the JSON file is parsed and saved as a set of Parquet files, a procedure that is automatically done by Apache Spark[5]. VCF fields
that contain more detailed information, such as the INFO column
and the individuals fields, are further split into embedded dictionaries in a nested schema. An example schema of the generated
structure is illustrated in Fig.2.
Tomatula converter was tested with VCF files from open datasets
available at EMBL-EBI, including those of the 1,000 Genomes Project [6]; and the 100 Tomato Genome Sequencing Project [1].

2.4

Experimental setup on a cluster with
Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark

The central idea of a Hadoop cluster architecture is a set of virtual machines forming a local network. We attempted two different approaches to deploy our system on such a network. Our first
approach was to build our own Apache Spark cluster using the
standalone cluster mode. We created virtual machines on a remote
server and installed Apache Spark in each one of the machines.

One of the machines was selected to be the master of the cluster, and the rest the workers. Master and workers were communicating through a secure shell (SSH) connection. Network security
was established by private IPs. The cluster consisted of one master
node and three worker nodes. The system could scale-out further
by adding more worker nodes when needed. A secondary master
node could be also added to the design, to prevent loss of functionality in case the primary master node is down. In standalone mode,
the data has to be stored in every node, which is not efficient for big
data applications3 . We used this standalone cluster to develop our
application but all tests were run on the HDFS system presented
next.
Apache Spark can be also deployed on top of an HDFS and
run applications using more sophisticated cluster managers, such
as YARN. In this setting, Spark RDDs load data using the URI of
the underlying HDFS. The infrastructure of the Dutch national einfrastructure offers such an environment, which we used with the
support of SURF Cooperative [22]. SURF Hadoop cluster consists
of 170 computing/data nodes and 1370 CPU-cores in total, that is
8 cores per node. The total memory is 10 TB and the available capacity of HDFS is 2.3 PB. The cluster runs Spark 1.6.1 on top of
Hadoop HDFS 2.7.1 using YARN manager. In this environment it
was possible to first store a (genomic) dataset on HDFS, and subsequently use Apache Spark for running applications. SURF Hadoop
cluster nodes run Linux 2.6.32 with Java 1.7.0_79 and Scala 2.10.5.
The driver and executor nodes have 6 GB of memory [22].

2.5

Experimental Design

We examined four main factors that can affect the performance of
an Apache Spark cluster, using the SURF Hadoop cluster:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the number of computing nodes of the cluster,
the replication factor of HDFS,
the storage format, and
the size of the input files.

We executed our experiments for different cluster sizes, varying
between 2 and 150 executor nodes to test the effect of the cluster
size on the wall time, time until the query answer is returned to
the user, and to what extend accessing VCF information can scale
out.
Another parameter of HDFS that may affect the performance of
the querying applications is the replication factor, referring to the
number of copies of the file in the distributed filesystem. We tested
the performance of our applications when increasing the copies of
the dataset from the default value of 3 to 5, 7 and 9.
We compared two storage formats, the VCF flat-file and the Parquet columnar storage format. The original VCF file from the study
of Aflitos et al. [1], contains variant calling information of wholegenome sequencing of 104 individuals. In order to test the performance of the two file formats and the designed system for bigger
input files, we copied the individuals’ information 10 times, resulting in a VCF file with 1144 individuals (columns). All other settings
of the HDFS and the cluster, such as block size, were kept at the
default values.
3 See

http://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/programming-guide.html#external-datasets

All experiments were executed five times and the detailed results are provided as supplementary material [7]. The metrics reported were provided by Spark Web UI and are based on the Coda
Hale Metrics Library.

2.6

Querying applications

To investigate querying efficiency of storing VCF files on HDFS,
either as flat-files or using Apache Parquet, we developed an application that retrieves the allele frequencies within a certain region
of a VCF file. The allele frequency information is reported under
the INFO field showing what is the frequency of presence of each alternative sequence on a genomic location among all samples. For
example, a sample record line of VCF file from location 14370 of
chromosome 20 is illustrated in Figure 3. The reference sequence
has a guanine base (G), while an adenine (A) was observed in some
of the samples with allele frequency 0.5 (encoded in the sub-field
AF of the INFO field).

Figure 3: An example of a VCF format showing the last
header line with the field headers and a data line with all
generic fields and a sample.
We executed a series of experiments, querying for a region of
2 000 bases in the file of chromosome 6 from the VCF files of the 100
Tomato Genome Sequencing Project [1], that corresponds to the
approximate length of a gene. When querying the original VCF flatfile format, the application splits each line into a list, one for each
field, and the INFO field is further split into the constituent parts
to find the AF part and associate it to the REF and ALT columns.
In the contrary, using the Apache Parquet format, field names
are available via the schema and accessible via a simple SQL-like
query, which in Apache Spark syntax looks like:
vcf.select("CHROM","POS","REF","ALT","INFO.AF")\
.filter("POS > " + lower + " AND POS < " + upper)
where vcf is a Resilient Distributed Dataset to which the Parquet
file has been loaded. Note that schema fields are accessed with their
names, and the same holds for nested fields (as in INFO.AF which
corresponds to the allele frequency).

3 RESULTS
3.1 Cluster size
To test the effect of the cluster size we run all the applications for
different cluster sizes between 2 (default) and 150 executor nodes.
Although the performance was satisfactory already from a cluster
size of around 50 nodes, we continued increasing the size as the
duration was decreasing. We observed that a minimum duration is
reached when around 100 nodes are used. After this point, the wall
time slightly increases again mainly due to scheduling delays that
are introduced. Figure 4 shows the performance of the PySpark
version of the Allele Frequency application for the original VCF
file with 104 individuals and replication factor of 5. A cluster with
10 worker nodes can achieve a 4-fold reduction of the wall time
compared to the 2-worker cluster.
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Figure 4: Wall time results for different cluster sizes. Lines
show mean over 5 repetitions. Error bars indicate corresponding standard error. Illustration for Allele frequency
application on the original VCF file (104 individuals) and
replication factor 5

Figure 5: Wall time results for different replication factors
and cluster sizes. Lines show mean over 5 repetitions. Error
bars indicate corresponding standard error. Illustration for
Allele frequency application on the original VCF file (104
individuals)
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6 was 369.7 GB and in the Parquet format115.1 GB. Table 1 summarizes the file size of storing VCF files on HDFS as plain text and
using Apache Parquet. The results demonstrate the capacity of the
Apache Parquet format in terms of potential for saving storage capacity. This can support the storage and use of genomic information not only in research but also in clinical practice.

Replication factor

The replication factor is an important parameter of the distributed
file system that can affect the wall time. There are two main advantages for having copies/replicates of the files stored in the HDFS.
First, data is protected against loss due to DataNode failures. Second, since data is stored in multiple locations, it becomes more
quickly accessible, avoiding an application being hold on the queue
of a busy node. However, more copies of the file require more storage capacity. Thus, aspects such as storage cost and total size of
the files have to be considered as well.
Figure 5 shows that, as expected, higher replication factor leads
to faster query response. However, with replication factor of 7 a
minimum is reached with no further improvement when increasing the copies of the data. Additionally, in this application, there
are no significant gains in terms of wall time for increasing the
replication from 5 to 7.

Table 1: File sizes of storing variant calling data of the
tomato genome ([1]) on HDFS in VCF format and in Apache
Parquet.

104 Individuals
1144 Individuals

3.4
3.3

Converting files with Tomatula

We used Tomatula converter for transcribing variant calling data
of wild species of the tomato clade, from the study of Aflitos et
al. [1] into Apache Parquet. Due to its columnar storage, Apache
Parquet offers very high compression, resulting to significant gains
in terms of disk storage. The original VCF file contains the variants of 104 sequenced individuals and was approximately 606 GB.
This file was split into separate VCF files per chromosome, sized
between 10.3 GB and 75.4 GB. The size of chromosome 6 VCF file,
which will be used in our experiments for querying allele frequencies, was 37.6 GB and the respective Parquet file was 8.8 GB. To explore future scenarios where more individuals were included, we
copied the individuals’ fields 10 times, ending up with an extended
dataset of 1144 individuals. The resulting VCF file for chromosome

Chrom 6
37.6 GB
369.7 GB

VCF
All Chrom.
471.3 GB
4.53 TB

Apache Parquet
Chrom 6 All Chrom.
8.8 GB
112 GB
115.1 GB
1.43 TB

Accessing allele frequencies with Tomatula

Besides smaller file sizes, converting the VCF flat-file to a columnar
storage format, as Apache Parquet) offers more advantages. First,
it can save much time from the pre-processing steps needed when
parsing the tab-delimited VCF format. Although this procedure is
time consuming, it has to be done only once and the output can be
re-used for all the queries. The table has to be updated only when
new samples are added in the study.
Second, the application on the Apache Parquet format scalesout better, reaching an acceptable wall time with smaller number
of executor nodes. Especially for the original dataset of 104 individuals, Apache Parquet format reaches the minimum from the default 2-executors cluster. Additionally, there is no need to increase
the replication factor. Figure 6 illustrates the wall time when using
Apache Parquet for storing the 104-individuals file, with cluster
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Similar conclusions regarding the effect of cluster size, replication
factor and file format were reached using a bigger dataset of 1144
individuals (Figure 7). The HDFS replication factor had minimal
influence to the results, and higher values rather contributed to
increasing complexity. The wall time for both input formats increased, however, note that adding more nodes still improves the
performance. It also worths noticing that we observed an overall
lower duration of the method that used the VCF than the Parquet
format. However, the difference is not significant and the Parquet
format is still more efficient in terms of cluster size, needing 10-20
less worker nodes than VCF to reach the minimum duration (Figure 8).

4

DISCUSSION

Big Data methods can have important advantages for big variant
calling projects. Through Tomatula conversion tool and our experimental evaluation, in this work we confirmed the capability to
easily scale-out when files become bigger without the need for expensive hardware investment. Tomatula could be very easily executed on private or public cloud services that provide the ability to
adjust the computing capacity depending on the demands of the
application.
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sizes varying between 2 and 150 nodes, and replication factors of
3, 5, 7 and 9.
Third, all information stored under specific headers, is programmatically exposed, thus SparkSQL can be used, allowing not only
for easy querying but also to take advantage of the interactive features of Apache Spark.
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Figure 6: Wall time results for different replication factors
and cluster sizes using the Apache Parquet format. Lines
show mean over 5 repetitions. Error bars indicate corresponding standard error. Illustration for Allele frequency
application on the original Parquet file (104 individuals)
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Figure 7: Wall time results of the extended dataset in both
VCF and Parquet format, for varying cluster sizes and replication factors. Lines show mean over 5 repetitions. Error
bars indicate corresponding standard error.

Apache Parquet offers a more generalized and highly compressed
format, compared to the flat VCF format. Fields can be missing or
empty without affecting the querying script. The SQL-like flavor
allows to easily expand the schema including more data or fields.
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Writing queries for datasets stored in Apache Parquet using
Apache Spark is straightforward and allows for interactive querying. We demonstrated the ease of querying Parquet files with a
simple application, encouraging scientists to experiment with their
own queries using the interactive environment of Spark. The advantage of column metadata can be better demonstrated with queries that request information from multiple columns and embedded fields. A future direction will be to test the schema with more
complex queries where data from multiple columns/rows can be
combined. Such an interesting query can be the calculation of the
alternate allele frequency of each sample. The columnar format
of Apache Parquet is expected to be advantageous for distributing
columns across worker nodes and combining the information of
each sample’s rows.
Future work may also be directed towards evaluating other Big
Data systems that support better querying by row. Apache Avro
provides a schema-enforced format similar to the JSON format but
more efficient in terms of storage space and highly supported in the
Hadoop environment. For variant calling data, the chromosomal
position can be used as the key for fast access to every line of a
VCF. Tomatula converter can be expanded to include VCF-to-Avro
conversion.
Our experiments showed that the Apache Parquet format outperforms also in terms of the relationship between wall time and
cluster size. As shown in our results, Apache Parquet requires less

nodes to achieve a similar performance in comparison to the original flat-file format. Note that the querying response performance
of flat-files with 104 individuals resembles that of Apache Parquet
with 1144 individuals. In our experiments, Apache Parquet was
able to handle 10 times more information using the same computing resources compared to a querying application used flat-files.
In our estimation, bigger advantages in performance between the
two methods will be found when querying for information stored
in the fields of individuals.
Finally, we observed significant gains in hard disk storage capacity, which also favor Apache Parquet. The Parquet format can
compress the VCF data by a factor of 10 as shown in Table 1. This is
a very important advantage in large cohort studies but also in clinical practice, where genomic information of patients can be used
for personalized treatment. In such a scenario, the healthcare system will need an efficient and flexible storage format for managing
data from thousands of patients.
The cluster size, as expected, highly affects the performance of
the wall time. More workers means higher computational power
and faster response. However, there is a minimum duration that
cannot be further reduced and using too many nodes can lead to
the opposite results, with response increasing due to increased
time for scheduling the tasks and collecting/reducing the results.
In our experiments, we noted that there is not significant gain in
wall time for increased replication factor. Yet more copies of the
data can improve security against data loss in case a data node is
down or damaged. Additionally, accessibility might be improved
in more busy Hadoop clusters, in case resources are shared and it
is more probable a data node to be busy with another task.
To summarize, we recommend the use of Big Data methods to
query variant calling data and provide analytics services, and we
encourage the investigation of other bioinformatics applications
that can take advantage of parallel computing opportunities offered by the Apache Spark ecosystem. The gains can be better investigated with more complex pipelines, when computations have
to be performed on the collected data to provide the results. Since
Apache Spark application layer supports APIs for several programming languages, there is the potential of deploying existing bioinformatics tools on a Spark cluster. Still, Hadoop HDFS, Apache
Spark and Apache Parquet are relatively new platforms, and are
under development. We expect further improvements in Apache
Parquet performance, when new features, such as indexing and lineage based recovery will be implemented. The migration to Spark
2.2.0 is also expected to improve the query performance. Spark
2.2.0 implements whole-stage code generation that improves execution performance by combining multiple operators into a single Java function and collapsing queries into a single function reducing memory calls of intermediate results. Finally, Spark 2.2.0
enables the processing of multiple rows together in a columnar
format, providing a new Parquet reader.
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